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DIFC Art Nights 2019 has focused on bringing exhibitions that people may
have heard of, but rarely had the chance to see and interact with. From large
scale installations by Cyril Lancelin, to the more intimate proportions of
Alicia Eggert’s language sculptures, to a diverse body of work by local artists
such as Rawdha Al Ktebi, DIFC has curated a once in a lifetime experience
for art lovers and enthusiasts.
The plethora of local artists participating in DIFC Art Nights is a testament to the established
and burgeoning talent the region has cultivated, yet their work is rarely seen by the general
public. So this year, DIFC aims to address the unconscious blinders we wear as a society, where
we as individuals, while aware of the culture, environment, artists and diversity of communities
prevalent in Dubai, rarely take the time or have the opportunity to immerse ourselves in them.
The varying scales and mediums of the installations and work on show, and its juxtaposition
against the formal backdrop of DIFC, will confront and challenge these norms.

GA L L E R IE S

www.cuadroart.com
@cuadroart

CUADRO GALLERY
Alan Mongey, Manal Al Dowayan, Camille Zacharia, Faig Ahmed,
Afshan Daneshvar, Sara Al Hadad, Ammar Al Attar
Cuadro is proud to present a new exhibition entitled Walk the Line, featuring new works
by Alan Mongey, Manal Al Dowayan, Camille Zacharia, Faig Ahmed, Afshan Daneshvar,
Sara Al Hadad, and Ammar Al Attar.

GA L L E R IE S

www.operagallery.com
@operagallery

OPERA GALLERY
Korean Art, A Contemporary Take on Texture
Opera Gallery is proud to present ‘Korean Art - A contemporary take on texture’, a broad
perspective that curates the subtle legacies of a culture in flux. Using different textures and
forms, these artworks are generally marked by a sense of calm and minimalist clarity.

GA L L E R IE S

www.sconcigallery.com
@sconci_gallery

SCONCI GALLERY
Pop Art Today: New Languages, New Idols, New Realities
What makes an image iconic?
Sconci Gallery presents Pop Art Today, using new languages created by the new social
reality of our time. Characters that become idols and icons as they are increasingly
followed by the masses. It’s a stance on the speed at which artistic movements are
constantly renewed following new tastes, new trends and brand new realities.

GA L L E R IE S

www.sothebys.com/dubai
@Sothebys

SOTHEBY'S DUBAI
Sotheby's Orientalist and Middle Eastern Week Highlights
Sotheby’s launches a year of vibrant exhibitions in Dubai with auction highlights from
across the globe – showcasing paintings and sculptures by Arab and Iranian Modern
and Contemporary Masters, as well as historic Orientalist paintings and Islamic objects.
Alongside the art, Sotheby’s Diamonds makes its first appearance in the Middle East.
Specialising in the rarest and most beautiful diamonds in the world, the pioneering retail
boutique creates cutting-edge and bespoke designs. The week culminates with an auction.

GA L L E R IE S

www.tabariartspace.com
@tabari_artspace

TABARI ARTSPACE
Tagreed Darghouth
Tabari Artspace is delighted to announce Strange Fruit; a collection of solo works by
acclaimed female, Lebanese painter, Tagreed Darghouth. Drawing from literature, philosophy
and the everyday realities of the Middle East and European Masters, Darghouth tackles
socio-political issues to create confronting, challenging and technically brilliant work.

GA L L E R IE S

www.theemptyquarter.com
@theemptyquarter_dubai

THE EMPTY QUARTER LTD.
Yoshio Kawashima
Sheikh Rashid and Dubai in 1962 Photo Exhibition
The Empty Quarter presents a view into Dubai’s legacy; a showcase of 50 images of old
Dubai taken in 1962 by Japanese photographer, Yoshio Kawashima. The collection provides
unique insights into the life of Dubai’s bygone era, presenting evocative experiences from
Sheikh Rashid, to snapshots of citizens in the Souk and Creek.

GA L L E R IE S

www.aliel.com
@alieljewellers

ALIEL
Shahrzad Ossouli
Art Meets Jewellery at DIFC Art Nights
Aliel, a fine jewellery brand which reflects the beauty of the natural world through
unparalleled creations composed of elegant jewels and precious stones; in collaboration
with Fann A’ Porter Gallery, welcome Shahrzad Ossouli whose work reflects the
sophistication & beauty Aliel. A unique offering that brings art and jewellery together.

GA L L E R IE S

A RT ISTS

www.aliciaeggert.com
@aplaceintheuniverse

ALICIA EGGERT

Language, Time and Image in the Alicia Eggert’s Art
Alicia Eggert (b. 1981) is an interdisciplinary artist whose work focuses on the relationship
between language, image and time. Alicia's work has been exhibited at notable institutions
nationally and internationally, including the CAFA Art Museum in Beijing, the Triennale Design
Museum in Milan, the Amsterdam Light Festival, the International Symposium on Electronic
Art (ISEA2012) at the Albuquerque Museum of Art and History, Sculpture By the Sea in Sydney,
Australia, and many more. Recent solo exhibitions have been held at Galeria Fernando
Santos (Porto, Portugal), The MAC (Dallas, TX) and T+H Gallery (Boston, MA), Harvard.

A RT ISTS

www.byapaintings.com
@batoulabsi

BATOUL YAGHI

Charmed
Batoul Yaghi Absi (BYA) is a Lebanese contemporary artist born in the UAE. Throughout
her life, Batoul was exposed to varying cultures and art styles while living in Lebanon,
London, Miami and currently Dubai. Batoul yaghi Absi exhibits a boldness and a signature
style recognizable in any setting. Her passion for art and ability to create pieces that
many have described as ‘hard to get out of’, has given this artist a successful career and
a distinct personal style. “I hope to always create pieces that invite the viewer in. To
enchant a person with a painting is a powerful moment where magic overpowers logic.”

A RT ISTS

www.townandconcrete.com
@town.and.concrete

CYRIL LANCELIN

Town and Concrete
Cyril Lancelin is a French artist that uses parametric tools and a vocabulary of
classical and volumetric shapes, essential to creating his unique structures. His vision
uses architectural scales to create experiential art that engages the viewer in his work,
forcing them to question their own relationship toward their built environment.

A RT ISTS

www.graciabalfour.com
@graciabalfour

GRÁCIA BALFOUR

Acrylic and Oil Paintings
Grácia Balfour’s expresses moments of her life into beautiful works of
art across a range of mediums and styles. Although predominantly using
Pointillism, her acrylics and oil paints are rich in detail, capturing the diversity
of landscapes, social subjects and individuals in today’s world.

A RT ISTS

www.fbmi.ae

FATIMA BINT MOHAMED
BIN ZAYED INITIATIVE (FBMI)

Antiques Collection
Established in 2010, the Fatima bint Mohamed bin Zayed Initiative (FBMI) is an innovative
social enterprise that harnesses the traditional skills of the Afghan people to produce
beautiful hand knotted carpets, embroidered furniture and local handicraft at fair market
wages. FBMI products are marketed and sold internationally. To date FBMI has employed
over 4,000 Afghans – 70% of which are women, 35% of which are widows – at its facilities
and provided each of them and their families with free access to healthcare services.

A RT ISTS

@streetsofstories

JUAN PABLO RAMIREZ
Juan Pablo Ramirez is a Colombian
artist based in Dubai. His work
focuses on a different perspective
of Dubai, one that isn't luxurious
but still magical. This collection
is his experience with that magic
on a personal level, through
the lens of his camera.

www.manzil.ae
@Manzil_center

MANZIL CENTER

Students at Manzil Center

A RT ISTS

www.nedaaelias.me
@nedaa.elias

NEDAA ELIAS

Down The Rabbit Hole
Rabbit Hole by Nedaa Elias, is an installation and social commentary of the limited
perceptions, assumptions, judgements people place on one another frequently. The piece,
using 500 meters of thread spanning 27 different colors and wrapped among 2m x 1.5m
frames, comes together to form a contoured three-dimensional form, the Rabbit Hole.

A RT ISTS

OLGA BELTRÃO

Golden Fish/Flowers Bloom
Oil paintings.

A RT ISTS

www.originscollective.com
@originscollective

ORIGINS COLLECTIVE

Collection of several independent artists from across the globe
At Origins Collective - The ‘Collective’ brings together love for the arts, film,
fashion & all things vintage into a diverse spread of affordable items with a little
hint of luxury. The intention is to put the ‘extra’ in the ‘ordinary’ – be it a vibrant
Pop Art Linen Cushion Cover or a glimpse of Aztec art; we strive to blend modern
classics with contemporary swank – fun, (a bit) quirky, & a little off the kerb.

A RT ISTS

www.rawdhaalketbi.com
@R.KS

RAWDHA AL KETBI

Stranded
Rawdha Al Ketbi is a female, Emirati visual artist who works with
found materials and abandoned places, collecting objects that
hold memories in order to preserve the history of ‘place’
Stranded is a capsule lost in time, stranded and abandoned.
It is dark, the abandoned faces are nowhere to be found.

A RT ISTS

www.zutistique.com
@zutistique

ZUTISTIQUE

Par Hasard Art
Featuring contemporary gestural abstract art on canvases & tiles, Zutistique’s
exhibition of work reflects the original ambients of a new generation’s emotions.
The medium used is fluo - pastel - glitter - gold - holographic colors, mixed with
rustic - naturalistic - maturated textures.

A RT ISTS

@adrinemkrtchyan

ADRINE MKRTCHYAN

Life in Colors, Reflection of Nature
Adrine Mkrtchyan expresses herself in two different spheres: Oil Paintings and
Wood Art Works.
Her abstract oil paintings are infused with bright colours, reflecting her theme of
“Life in Colours” Adrine’s wood art, “Reflection of Nature” are purposely left bare,
and not enhance by paint, thus preserving its natural look and aromatics.

A RT ISTS

INTERNAIONAL
EMERGING ARTISTS
AWARD (IEAA)
An international contemporary art competition based in Dubai, open globally.
Rebia Naim is Art Curator and Founder of International Emerging Artist Award (IEAA) Dubai's
first independent contemporary art award dedicated to uncovering emerging artists globally
since 2011. IEAA creates concept events in partnership with art galleries, cultural institutions,
public and private spaces, setting up unconventional art exhibitions to promote emerging
artists in the most innovative formats. Rebia runs also the art editorial for the UAE’s largest
media broadcast platform Elevision, bringing art to proximity for over half million viewers
through urban screens across Dubai and Abu Dhabi.

A RT ISTS

@chegbobbyg

BOBBY GRIFFING

The Gorilla Project
Born in El Paso, Texas, Bobby Griffing discovered his passion for both cooking and art
at an early age. During his formal culinary training and chef education he started to
develop a genuine taste for art that matured into a love of painting on almost any
canvas available. Bobby Griffing has a saying: “When does art stop and food begin?”

INTERNATIONAL
EMERGING ARTISTS
AWA RD

A RT ISTS

www.lesonneurfr.wordpress.com
@LeSonneur

LESONNEUR

For My Love
Le Sonneur is an anonymous Parisian artist shaking the art scene with his intimate
urban installations. Between poetry and irony, romanticism and blackness, he
questions our relationships with others. He plays on the doorsteps of the limits
between the city and the intimate, between each and everyone. His works tell us
about alienation and freedom, anonymity and solitude, hope and intimacy.

INTERNATIONAL
EMERGING ARTISTS
AWA RD

A RT ISTS

@Mozhdeh.Z.Grayson

MOZHDEH Z. GRAYSON

HOW Do You See, HOW I Remember
Truth isn’t always the same, perception is everything; how we see, how we remember
and how we judge. The paradox of the unknown world of memories and ‘knowing’
based on what we remember fascinated the artist. In the world of unconsciousness,
forgetfulness, lost and forgotten memories what do we remember?

INTERNATIONAL
EMERGING ARTISTS
AWA RD

A RT ISTS

www.scorbiac.com
@Scorbiac_Sculptures

RAPHAEL SCORBIAC

Towers and Neo Astro
Raphael Scorbiac is a Parisian sculpture who has worked on the restoration of
sculptural works housed in the Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris, France.
Towers and Neo Astro are Scorbiac’s sculptural works inspired
by the dazzling and vibrant city of Dubai.

INTERNATIONAL
EMERGING ARTISTS
AWA RD

A RT ISTS

F& B

BOCA

GAIA

KAVA & CHAI

BOCA is a restaurant and

GAIA Dubai features Mediterranean

Kava & Chai is a homegrown,

bar that celebrates a diverse

and Greek flavours fueled by flavour

speciality tea and coffeehouse that

range of cuisines such as

and memories. It is designed by culinary

projects Arab culture and traditions

French, Italian and Spanish.

legends Chef Izu Ani and Chef Orestis.

in an intimate way.

www.boca.ae

www.gaia-dubai.com

www.kavaandchai.com

@bocadubai

@Gaia_dxb

@kavaandchai

F& B

www.careem.com
@careemuae

CAREEM PROMO
Promo code: DIFC
Discount: Book a Careem using the code 'DIFC' to avail 40%
discount on two trips, capped at 25 AED per ride.
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